
As Like

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The darkness, _______ I said, was intense.1. as

It looks _______ though it had come to that at any rate.2. as

He came down from the seat of that machine _______ a flash, and took
hurried steps in the direction of a doublebarrelled gun leaning against the
woodshed.

3. like

He often told me that he was a relative of one of the old kings of France,
and insisted that his name instead of being Wallbank should be Wal de
Brooke, or something _______ that.

4.

like

I'll beat you _______ if you were a dog.5. as

Frederick Augustus got _______ white _______ a sheet.6. as as

It seemed _______ if I had been pulled to pieces.7. as

I don't think I saw any of my crew exactly 'Kamerading', but I needn't tell
you that every man in sight was doing his best to register 'troubled passivity',
or something _______ that.

8.

like

I thought it was stiffified, or something _______ that.9. like

It is _______ if they were nailing something.10. as

This is, of course, _______ it should be.11. as

But my plan is not so desperate _______ it seems.12. as

Another time a young Fellow, with a pitiful Patrimony, open'd a
Linnen-Draper's Shop in the heart of the City; his Stock was equal to his
Fortune, and, _______ most raw unexperienc'd Persons, his Soul vastly
bigger than both.

13.

like

I have thought _______ little _______ possible.14. as as

She's almost _______ heartbroken _______ he is.15. as as
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The portfire touched the vent-there was a discharge that seemed to rend
Mr Bags' heartstrings and blow off the roof of his skull-and the clever
speculation on which he had counted for making his fortune ended, _______
many others, in smoke.

16.

like

He is just _______ sweet _______ honey.17. as as

I forget the name of the place-I think it is Abbotsmuir, or something
_______ that.
18.

like

Get him to the station _______ fast _______ you can.19. as as

So he went to work _______ hard _______ he could.20. as as
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